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Abstract
Palladium (Pd) catalysts are often anchored to a support, such as graphitic carbon, to increase their overall
surface area and facilitate catalytic reactions. There is a potential for interaction between the support and
the catalyst, which can affect such reactions. It was hypothesized that electronic metal-support
interactions between functionalized graphene supports and Pd particles affect the catalytic activity of the
metal atoms, but such interactions are screened by the metal and become negligible at a certain size
threshold of Pd. To determine this threshold, the Pd catalyst size and shape were varied (size was varied
in the number of layers and number of Pd atoms, while shape ranged from hemispherical to spherical).
The Pd clusters ranged from 2-5 layers and 38-293 atoms. Also, the graphene support was functionalized
to different extents to test its electronic effects on catalytic reactions on Pd. Initially, adsorption reactions
of small model adsorbates (H*, O*, C*, OH*, and CH*) onto supported Pd were tested to determine the
effects of catalyst shape and size on the binding energy of such species. Periodic density functional theory
calculations were used to determine these binding energies on bare Pd, Pd on a pristine graphene support,
and Pd on graphene functionalized with oxygen and hydroxide. These tests revealed that smaller Pd
particles (~100 atoms) are influenced by the support, showing shifts in adsorbate binding energy of ~50
kJ mol−1 from the pure graphene to the functionalized graphene. This shift in binding energy indicates that
there are major changes in the catalytic behavior of sites upon which the adsorption reaction was tested,
meaning that sites near the Pd-graphene interface might be affected by the support.

Introduction
There are a number of benefits to supporting a catalyst on a porous material in catalytic
reactions. It is often beneficial to heterogenize a homogeneous catalyst to make it easier to
separate from reactants and products, which can be accomplished by affixing the catalyst
particles to a support [1-2]. Utilizing a catalyst support can also hinder the agglomeration of
catalyst particles, which is unfavorable for reactions [1, 3-5]. Because catalyst activity occurs on
surface atoms, maximizing the surface area to volume ratio of catalyst particles by distributing
them across a porous support can facilitate interactions with reacting species. Additionally, the
porous nature of a catalyst support can make the catalyst more accessible to reactant phases [1,
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5-7]. The addition of a catalyst support can also tune performance of a catalyst via charge density
transfer between the metal and the support [4]. Attempts have been made to utilize charge
transfer effects between oxide supports and metals, but charge transfer in carbon supports is
virtually unexplored due to the complex nature of their chemistry [4, 6-8].
The following theoretical evidence serves to demonstrate that the functionalization of model
carbon supports affects their interaction with palladium catalyst particles, thereby altering the
activity of the palladium. Periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations are used to
establish a relationship between the functionalization of the carbon support, the charge
distribution at the interface between the support and the catalyst, and the activity of the catalyst.
Methodology
Building Palladium Particles and Designing Carbon Supports
Palladium particles were modeled as cubo-octahedral particles, which are composed of (100)
and (111) surfaces. The dimensions of the catalyst particles were modified to create sixteen
structures of various shapes and sizes. The particles ranged in size from 38 to 293 Pd atoms and
2-5 metal layers (orthoganol to the carbon support), and ranged in shape from hemispherical to
spherical. Figure 1 shows examples of two particles, one with two Pd layers and one with fourlayers.

Figure 1. Top and side view of a two layer Pd
particle (a, c) and a four layer Pd particle (b,
d)

The carbon support was modeled as various forms of graphene, which consists of a sheet of
sp2 hybridized carbons arranged in six-membered rings. The support was either a single-layer
graphene sheet, a two-layer graphene sheet, or a functionalized graphene sheet. Two
functionalized graphene sheets were modeled: a high coverage graphene sheet (which has
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0.125ML of O* and 0.125ML of OH* adsorbed) and a low coverage graphene sheet (which has
0.125ML of O* and 0.125ML of OH* adsorbed). Examples of a pure graphene support and a
high coverage functionalized graphene support are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Pure graphene support (a) and high coverage
functionalized graphene support, with functional groups
pointing downward (b)

The lattice parameters for the the high coverage functionalized graphene sheet increased to
8.702 and 2.512 from 8.523 and 2.46 for an equivalent pure graphene sheet, indicating that
functionalization of the graphene sheet is associated with an expansion in C–C bonds.
Additionally, both functionalized graphene sheets are curved in a periodic manner, which
enables C–C bond expansion in a way that corresponds with the rehybridization of carbon atoms
from sp2 to sp3.
Modelling Reactions on Pd Particles
Adsorption reactions of various atoms and molecules were initially examined to gain insight
into how reaction energies differed on the modelled supports. Probe adsorbates H*, O*, C*,
OH*, and CH* were modeled on the Pd particles at sites far from the Pd–support interface to
differentiate any observed effects from direct interfacial interactions. Adsorbates were positioned
on the (111) surface opposite from the Pd-support interface, at a three-fold face-centered cubic
(FCC) site in the center of the particle. Figure 3 exemplifies the positioning of adsorbates on the
Pd particles.
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Figure 3. O* adsorbed to the
top of a Pd particle on pure

Adsorption reactions were modelled as taking the adsorbate from infinitely far away and
adsorbing it to the palladium. As such, each palladium-support structure was modelled and
optimized as a stand-alone structure, as were each of the adsorbates (H* and O* were modelled
as one half of an H2 molecule and one half of an O2 molecule, respectively). Plane-wave DFT
calculations were performed to determine interaction energies between Pd particles and graphene
supports and binding energies of probe adsorbates. Binding energies for each of the adsorbates
were calculated using the following equation:
BE = E[adsorbate on Pd on support] − E[Pd on support]

(1)

− E[adsorbate]

where BE denotes the binding energy of the respective adsorbate and E represents the energy
of the respective species.
To compare binding energies between the pure graphene support and each functionalized
support, an absolute change in binding energy was calculated using the following equation:
∆BE = |E[adsorbate on Pd on functionalized support]

(2)

− E[Pd on functionalized support]
− (E[adsorbate on Pd on support]
− E[Pd on support])|

where ∆BE represents the absolute value of the change in binding energy of the adsorbate
between pure and functionalized graphene and E represents the energy of the respective species.
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Results
Initially the binding geometries of the palladium clusters were compared on the modelled
graphene supports. In the case of the pure graphene sheets, the Pd merely physisorbs above the
support. However, for both functionalized supports, the palladium chemisorbs to the support. An
example of these binding geometries is shown in Figure 4. The exothermic interaction energies
for palladium particles on pure graphene supports were all less than 5 kJ mol-1 Pd-1, whereas the
exothermic interaction energies on the high coverage functionalized graphene were between 30
and 50 kJ mol-1 Pd-1, indicating a much stronger interaction between the Pd particles and the high
coverage functionalized support.

Figure 4. Side view of binding geometry of Pd
particle on pure graphene (a) and high coverage
functionalized graphene (b)

The shifts in binding energies for probe adsorbates were compared next on the pure graphene
support and the high coverage functionalized graphene support. The absolute shift in binding
energy for each of the sixteen particles is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Absolute change in binding energy of H* (blue), O*
(red), C* (orange), CH* (green), and OH* (purple) between
pure graphene and high coverage functionalized graphene
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It is apparent from Figure 5 that as the number of layers in the Pd cluser increases, the
magnitude of the shift in binding energy tends to decrease.
Adsorption reactions on the low coverage functionalized graphene were also studied,
revealing similar trends to those on the high coverage support. Figure 6 shows the absolute shift
in binding energy for each of the particles on the low coverage graphene.

Figure 6. Absolute change in binding energy of H* (blue), O*
(red), C* (orange), CH* (green), and OH* (purple) between
pure graphene and d low coverage functionalized graphene

Conclusions
The binding geometries and interaction energies of the palladium clusters on the modelled
supports demonstrate that the electronic metal-support interactions vary depending on the extent
to which the support is functionalized. Additonally, the binding energy shifts shown in Figures 5
and 6 further prove that functionalization of the graphene support alters the palladium-support
interactions. The addition of electron-withdrawing groups to the carbon support induces charge
transfer from the metal to the graphene, which results in the aforementioned binding energy
shifts. As particle size increases, the magnitude of the shift decreases, suggesting that atoms
close to the metal-support interface are significantly altered by the support, and that the effects
may depend on the surface chemistry, i.e. functionalization, of the carbon support.
This study served to elucidate the influence of graphene support functionalization on
electronic properties of the metal catalyst, which was previously unknown for carbon supports.
Improving the understanding of how carbon supports interact with Pd provides insights into how
these supports can be designed to optimize catalytic performance. Along with catalyst shape,
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size, and coverage, it is apparent that support functionalization can, too, be utilized to enable
efficient, logical design of carbon-supported Pd catalysts.
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